Load Libraries

Libraries “CAMML” (Schiebout and Frost 2022) and “Seurat” (Satija et al. 2015) need to be loaded to carry out this vignette, in addition to several other libraries for data processing and gene set development (Satija et al. 2015; Robinson, McCarthy, and Smyth 2010; Carlson 2020; Liberzon et al. 2011). Packages will also load additional libraries they depend on.

```r
library(CAMML)
library(Seurat)
library(SeuratObject)
library(edgeR)
library(org.Hs.eg.db)
library(msigdbr)
```

Get Gene Set

Cell type gene sets can be loaded with the GetGeneSet function. In this case, we will load “immune.cells” which calls data for 5 immune cell types: T cells, B cells, NK cells, Monocytes, and Hematopoietic Stem Cells (HSCs).

```r
gene.set.df <- GetGeneSet(data = "immune.cells")
```

Load Data

For this quick example, we will use “pbmc_small” from Seurat, which will provide a Seurat Object of 80 peripheral blood mononuclear cells (Satija et al. 2015).

```r
seurat <- SeuratObject::pbmc_small
seurat <- RunPCA(seurat)
seurat <- RunUMAP(seurat, dims = 1:10)
```

Run CAMML

Once a gene set data frame and Seurat Object are defined, CAMML can simply be run by inputting both in the CAMML function. Labels can be defined for each cell using GetCAMMLLabels and designating the preferred label types.
seurat <- CAMML(seurat, gene.set.df)
results <- GetCAMMLLabels(seurat, labels = "top1")
seurat$Results <- unlist(results)
UMAPPlot(object = seurat, group = "Results")
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